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THE SETUPKIT INCLUDES

It’s easy to assemble. The poles clip together using 
a crutch pin system, push them into the bases and 
the mount clips on top for your can to sit on.

Un-clips in seconds and stows away in a tidy mesh 
bag provided.

RULES IN BAG

1X FLYING DISC

2X POLES, 6X PARTS

2X BASES

2X CAN MOUNTS

1X TRAVEL BAG



HOW TO PLAY

It’s simple: two teams, two poles, two cans and one 
flying disc ….

Score points by knocking the other teams can off a 
pole.  The first team to ten points wins! 

Two points for hitting the can clean off, one point 
for hitting the pole and the can falls off, but, hit the 
can or pole and the other team catches the can, 
then no points are scored for that throw. But be 
careful, a mistake knocking your own can off will 
lose you one point! Additional rules can be applied 
such as penalties and play with one hand.

Wherever you are and who you play with, Canoff is a 
thrilling competitive game to play by all ages. 

You can play Canoff anywhere with, it’s a fun game 
for everyone to enjoy! 

CLICK TO PLAY VIDEO



THE GAME



THE PACKAGING

The Canoff game comes with a drawstring 
waterproof bag perfect for taking it to the park, the 
beach, camping or any other adventures.

To pack up, the flying disc and mounts have been 
designed to neatly compact down into the bases, 
and can be stored in the bag provided. 



THE CANS

Canoff is designed to be used with any cans, 
however for the ultimate Canoff experience you can 
buy the official Canoff Cans separately.

Our cans are made from a thicker metal to 
withstand more impact and live a longer life than a 
standard can!



THE DISC

The Canoff game comes with the Canoff disc 
however if you lose it, the dog gets it or you simply 
want the disc on it’s own then you get buy one 
separately from the game.

Made from a TPU rubber weighting 80grams with a 
diameter of 185mm it’s perfect for short to medium 
play for all ages.



FOAM DISC

A new addition to our product range is the foam 
disc. This disc is perfect for the younger kids and 
even played indoors.

Made from PU foam weighting 80grams and a 
diameter of 20cm. Nice and tactile and goes a 
decent distance.



Coming soon.....
www.canoff.co.uk
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